
Policy: DA2 North west Secmaton Lane

Consultee ID: 6 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 36 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 41 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Permission for industrial development to the west of the A379 should be deferred until take-up of the sites and units on the existing Dawlish Business Park.

Change To Policy:

See above

Individual

Consultee ID: 50 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The plan (mixed) is misleading as it has no 'homes' symbol.  It is unnecessary to have housing here.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 64 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The overall land areas of these proposed allocations are appropriate and they are correctly treated as two parts of a single allocation. 

Individual
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However, there is too much detail incorporated in the proposals for the sites, particularly in the approximate number of new homes which could be provided. The 
land adjoining Secmaton Lane would be capable of accommodating far more than the proposed 460 new homes together with other development. The Plan relates to 
a long future period of time and must
be flexible to allow for changing development requirements. The ultimate amount of development must be determined by the physical characteristics of the site and 
the needs of the community.

The plan of Dawlish illustrating these proposals contains too much detail and is inappropriate for a Core Strategy. The Plan refers, at 8.13, to the need for a 
masterplan. It is the masterplan which will govern the design and the detail
of the future developments. 

The masterplan should be a means of producing an urban extension to Dawlish which creates a new neighbourhood with its own facilities, linked in terms of transport 
and landscape to the existing urban area, and which creates a new landscaped edge to the extended urban area to mark a permanent boundary of the town and an 
appropriate transition between town
and country. 

In relation to DA2 North West Secmaton Lane it is wrong for the Plan to specify about 460 new homes and 41 hectares of mitigation for cirl buntings when there has 
been no masterplan produced or proper surveys and recommendations in relation to cirl buntings.

It is wrong for the Plan to clearly identify on a proposals map the areas of the strategic sites which are proposed to be developed and those areas which are proposed 
to be kept open. In any event there has been no explanation as to
why the proposals for Secmaton in the  Plan (approved by the Council in November 2011) are so different from the proposals in the Dawlish Neighbourhood Plan put 
out for consultation in September. Of significant concern is a proposal in the Plan, but not in the Neighbourhood Plan, to develop an area of high ground to the west 
of Gatehouse Hill and north of
The Paddock which rises from the 30 metre contour up to the 60 metre contour and which forms part of a highly prominent landscape feature extending to a height 
of 100 metres.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 73 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 80 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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No Comment

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 84 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I doubt we'll get anything beyond the extra houses which will make developers a profit

Change To Policy:

The proposed development in this location is quite out of keeping with the character of the town

Individual

Consultee ID: 85 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

You are contravening your own policies EN1, EN2, EN8, 11 and 12 to name just a few, by these proposals

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 91 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 109 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Too many houses.  Dawlish already has a a lot of houses for sale/rent surplus to requirements.  These are all on greenfield sites. The local people don't want them.  
Why won't the council listen?

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 141 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Any development whether for housing or employment will add to traffic congestion on the A379 especially in the summer. This will deter visitors and therefore the 
development will be not add to the prosperity of the area.  Public transport both rail and bus find it difficult to cope with existing demand so this development will 
make things even worse.

Change To Policy:

No

Consultee ID: 199 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Yes!  As per the previous comment, this needs a schedule.  460 new homes - when? Over what time period?  Will they really all fit into this space? The new business 
units - great!  Will these be multi-functional, and designed to accomodate a wide variety of different businesses? High and low-tech, etc? However, all you're 
committing to is the earmarking of land - not building the units.  Is this deliberate?

Change To Policy:

Which policies?

Individual

Consultee ID: 204 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As above. Also, this plan tries to imply it is being 'green' by building cyclepaths etc. How on earth is it being green when the plan will damage the environment for 
future generations by building more houses & roads??!! Very contradictory.

Change To Policy:

No i do not support these policies especially not DA5!! The only bit of green open space that seperates Dawlish from Holcombe where many people walk.

Individual

Consultee ID: 214 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As previously stated, the Council have not justified the proposed level of housing.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Organisation
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RSPBConsultee ID: 223 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This will impact on at least four cirl bunting breeding territories, and result in the loss of at least two of these, based on data from the last national survey in 2009, and 
falls with the Cirl Bunting Enhancement Zone.

The RSPB does not consider that the Strategic Cirl Bunting Area as currently proposed will be sufficient to compensate for the loss of the site and we are therefore 
concerned about this allocation. Please see our comments on DA2 Strategic Cirl Bunting Area below.

DA2 Strategic Cirl Bunting Area - Paragraph 8.12
The RSPB welcomes the provision of a safeguarded Strategic Cirl Bunting Area. This includes part of a cirl bunting County Wildlife Site (Langdon Fields (Secmaton) 
CWS) that extends further west and south and falls within the Cirl Bunting Enhancement Zone. Currently the Strategic Cirl Bunting Area is not known to support cirl 
buntings (none recorded in the last national survey in 2009). This indicates that considerable habitat enhancement works are necessary so this area is suitable for cirl 
buntings. In the RSPB’s view, it is essential that habitat restoration/creation/management is carried out and the habitat allowed to mature to a condition suitable to 
support breeding and wintering cirl buntings prior to any developments proposed for Dawlish in the allocations DA1 and DA2 taking place, to reduce the chances of 
further cirl bunting loss around Dawlish. The RSPB would be happy to provide more detailed advice on this matter.

The RSPB seeks clarification of the southern boundary of DA2 Strategic Cirl Bunting Area. We recommend it is extended southwards to incorporate the area of County 
Wildlife Site that is currently allocated as part of DA6 Strategic Blue and Green Route. We recommend that, to be a properly strategic area for cirl buntings, the 
Strategic Cirl Bunting Area should be extended to link the Port Road and Langdon Fields (Secmaton) County Wildlife Sites.

There is currently no information presented on how the Strategic Cirl Bunting Area will be secured and safeguarded from any development threats or other land use 
changes in the future. This area needs to be managed in perpetuity for cirl buntings.

The RSPB is opposed to developments for DA1 South of Shutterton Lane and DA2 North West of Secmaton Lane without adequate area and safeguarding of 
appropriate habitat as a Strategic Cirl Bunting Area.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 240 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 250 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

My comments for DA2 are similar to those of my comments for DA1. I would like to further add that there will be an awful lot more traffic if what is proposed goes 
ahead and yet I can find no proposal for improving the A379 which is already a nightmare during the summer holiday season. Yes, some people might use the train to 
commute (so, to state the obvious, not all will be employed in Dawlish will they?)but that presupposes that where they work is near a rail station and not all places of 
work are!  A transport strategy needs to be sorted out before any development takes place.  A lot, if not all of the proposed development will take place on farmland. 
We need our farmland to be self-sufficient. How much of our food do we already import? What if there were to be a change in the geo-political axis which might 
cause us a food crisis.  Remember WW2. This country needs to be as self-sufficient in as many ways as possible and that includes providing food. DO NOT BUILD ON 
FOOD PRODUCING LAND.   I do not disagree that the cost of housing is quite prohibitive here so that, plus a low wage economy, does make it difficult for people to 
get housed. But whilst I agree that more rented and first home accommodation may be needed it does not follow that I think hundreds and hundreds of open market 
houses should get built in order to provide that lower end housing. Think of a different way to achieve those homes.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 283 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The proposals for Dawlish are flawed. There is no basis for the proposals to provide 45 new homes per year. This level of provision is in excess of any need created by 
new employment. People buying these houses would be in-migrants working outside of the town. This would place addition pressure on the A379 and the Council has 
not prepared plans to deal with this or acknowledged the problem in the Core Strategy. The development at such a high level does not fit with the Council’s policy of 
sustainable development. 

This development would also destroy habitats and reduce the open break between Dawlish and Holcombe.

No indication of what a ‘multi-purpose building capable of incorporating health facilities as a high quality landmark development for the gateway to the town on the 
A379 Exeter Road’ is.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 293 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Secmaton Lane was the development boundary proposed by objectors to the Local Plan First Review in 2001, and it is clear that subsequent planning approvals now 
force expansion across this strong pedestrian artery. This site is shown for the expanded employment uses, but the preference is to keep it to the east of the A379 
(argument, above).

The new link roads will be essential and will take pressure off Elmgrove Road for traffic leaving for/arriving from Exeter, but the cost of this infrastructure needs to 
serve a larger allocation of  housing, probably by reducing that on the east of Exeter Road. The inclusion of a '50 bed extra care housing scheme' presumably 

Individual
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approximates to warden assisted sheltered housing and should be located close to an extended town bus service route. The 'multi-purpose building as a high quality 
landmark development' proffered in DA1 would be better situated here where it could provide community facilities to serve all of the
residential development north west of Sandy Lane and the older housing in the Pidgely Estate.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 297 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Visitors do not want to see industrial units lining the edges of roads. They must be hidden. Again I question the evidence for so many houses. Without a major 
improvement to the road infrastructure we will not attract larger employers. As a commuter myself I am aware that due to sustained development over many years 
there is frequent gridlock on the roads around Exeter and Newton Abbot. This is bound to worsen while all local towns are pressured to accept more and more 
building.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Shutterton Park LimitedConsultee ID: 308 Agent: Arup

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The land South of Shutterton Lane is seen as one of two component parts of a single contiguous strategic site allocation, to include the site described in Policy DA2 
(north west Secmaton Lane). Paired with the land identified in Policy DA1, paragraph 8.9 explains that this concentrated area of growth avoids the undeveloped coast 
and cliff tops, the coalescence of small communities with Dawlish and the loss of other open space valued locally, and thus presenting the principle source for planned 
growth over the next 20 years.

Draft Core Strategy Policy DA2 states that development of north west Secmaton Lane will require delivery to be phased over the plan period to include the 
construction of enabling highway infrastructure, to include a new link road connecting Elm Grove Road and the A379 and bus priority measures which are to be 
supported by bus service, cycle lanes and footpaths.

Change To Policy:

Within the area 20.2 hectares identified north‐west of Secmaton Lane a mixed use urban extension will be delivered phased over the plan period (Years 5 to 15) 
(Footnote 28: To reflect issues associated with deliverability as set out in the main body of this written representation and delivery of phase 2 onwards of the DNP.), 
including;

a) 3 hectares of land for a mix of B1, B2 and B8 uses as appropriate to the site and its wider context as a high quality landmark development for the gateway to the 
town on the A379 Exeter Road, ensuring that there is also a mix of unit sizes to enable businesses to start up and expand;

b) about 460 new homes including affordable homes in accordance with Policy WE2;

Organisation
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c) 50 bed extra care housing scheme and /or other appropriate elderly housing provision;

d) new link road connecting Elm Grove Road and the A379 Exeter Road, including bus priority measures and supported bus service, cycle lanes and footpaths;

e) community building, while having regard to existing and other proposed provision in the local area and of that type; (Footnote 29: To limit over provision and 
oversupply of land for community buildings.)

f) carbon reduction strategy in accordance with Policy EN3;

g) sustainable Urban Drainage system to control run‐off to Shutterton Brook; and

h) designed in accordance with Policy S2.

Consultee ID: 310 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

50 bed extra care housing - by this, do you mean an extra nursing home/s or "sheltered accommodation"?  The 1990/91 "Care in the Community Act" advocated that, 
wherever possible, people should be cared for in their own homes.  Most people want to stay at home wherever possible.  As a qualified nurse working for several 
years in nursing homes, this became patently obvious.  People prefer to stay at home, with the possible exception of cases such as Alzheimer's and other profound 
illnesses which put a great strain on carers.  Even the best nursing homes fall short due to lack of staff in ratio to patients.  "Specialist forms of accommodation" I can 
agree with if they are "warden controlled".  Would these homes be "council run" or privately run?  (by profit making bodies.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 320 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

DA2 0.15 hectares of land may per year growth of employment land, may not at first hand appear excessive. However, a degree of caution must be taken, as 
businesses must not expand beyond a certain point taking into account the character and topography of Dawlish. Needless to say that sufficient local employment 
offering good jobs is important in order to reduce travel and benefit the local economy. Nevertheless caution must be taken against over industrialisation which 
would potentially ruin Dawlish as an attractive seaside town.  450 homes in this area are excessive.  The new link road connecting Elm Grove Road and the A379 
Exeter Road must have a continuous cycle/pedestrian route, for safer commuting within these modes.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 326 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 333 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As for Policy DA1.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 343 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As per my comments above.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 355 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This area would be welcomed as the preferred position for mixed development bringing a new connection to Dawlish with the provision of local amenity and mixed 
sized units for use by small businesses to start and establish.

It would be wise for the council to make fair assessment to section 106 agreements and Cil as the success of the Core Strategy would be pivotal on not making it 
unattractive for developers to engage with and help to develop a scheme which meets the needs which this document sets out to achieve.

Taking into account that the council appear to be looking for the following from a developer.
• Mitigation land
• local amenity
• Community facilities
• New access roads to link Dawlish
• Affordable housing

Individual
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• Other section 106 agreements
• CIL

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 356 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

This area to me is the area thay is ideal for housing development, the area marked for development should have a larger allocation and could be easily acheived, with 
the infrastructure needed on the doorstep this seems the logical location.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 365 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

To many proposed new homes on the busiest side of Dawlish with the business park and new Sainsbury, heavy commuter traffic to Exeter, propsoed developments at 
Langdon. We have already seen a number of traffic accidents in this areas in recent months due to increased use and this will be exacerbated by the new homes 
particularly in the summer with the tourists flocking to saininsbury and to/from the holiday sites at this end of the town

Individual

Consultee ID: 367 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The planned number of homes is too large. The planned business park is not of proven need and will seriously impact negatively to the character of the town, 
particularly as the gateway into Dawlish.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 372 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 376 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 384 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 398 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Allocation for housing on the north side of Dawlish with a link road to the A379 is the clear choice for the extension of Dawlish. Giving acces to mitigation to residents 
and  keeping children close to schools. This site will comply with EN1 and the council should look close at the possibilities that this area has to offer for housing.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth & Dawlish RamblersConsultee ID: 406 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Again, the number of houses is unjustified. See previous remarks.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20387 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21235 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Dawlish Town CouncilConsultee ID: 16600 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Secmaton Lane was the development boundary proposed by objectors to the Local Plan First Review in 2001, and it is clear that subsequent planning approvals now 
force expansion across this strong pedestrian artery.

This site is shown for the expanded employment uses, but the preference is to keep it to the east of the A379 (argument, above). The new link roads will be essential 
and will take pressure off Elmgrove Road for traffic leaving for/arriving from Exeter, but the cost of this infrastructure needs to serve a larger allocation of housing, 
probably by reducing that on the east of Exeter Road.  

The inclusion of a '50 bed extra care housing scheme' presumably approximates to warden assisted sheltered housing and should be located close to an extended 
town bus service route.

The 'multi-purpose building ……..as a high quality landmark development'  proffered in DA1 would be better situated here where it could provide community facilities 
to serve all of the residential development north west of Sandy Lane and the older housing in the Pidgely Estate.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 16601 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 16602 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Dawlish Community TrustConsultee ID: 16752 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Organisation
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Policy Response:

Secmaton Lane was the development boundary proposed by objectors to the Local  Plan First Review in 2001.and despite these strongly supported views it is  clear 
that subsequent planning approvals now force expansion of development across this defensible boundary and strong pedestrian artery. In accepting further 
development in this area there must be a requirement to undertake an urban design and landscape study to establish the exact developer parameters and the 
boundary to the developable area. This should be undertaken in full consultation with the community.

The Trust does not support the expansion of employment uses into this side of the A379. and considers that for the reasons set out in our comments on DA1 above 
employment allocations should  be kept in one area to the east of the main road. The multi-purpose building as a high quality landmark development referred to in 
DA1 would be better situated here where it could provide community facilities to serve all of the residential development north west of Sandy Lane and the Pidgely 
estate.

The new link roads will be essential to take pressure off existing residential roads but the cost of this infrastructure will be extremely high and it would make more 
economic sense if it served a larger allocation of housing by reducing the allocations elsewhere such as that on the east of Exeter Road and Meadow Park. This would 
also allow for more imaginative design and layouts.

Change To Policy:

Barn Owl TrustConsultee ID: 16879 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17107 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17287 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Same comments apply as to DA1.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Organisation
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Sainsbury's Supermarkets LtdConsultee ID: 17314 Agent: WYG Planning & Design

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

SSL support the allocation of this mixed use development and the objectives for the area set out in policy DA2.  Again, SSL is well placed to act as a District Centre for 
this new mixed use development.  As such, policy DA2 should include the provision of a District Centre focussing on the existing retail provision at the Sainsbury's site, 
to provide the full range of local facilities required by the existing and newly expanded population in the area.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Strategic Land PartnershipsConsultee ID: 17336 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I would like to draw your attention to one detailed point which relates to the land which we control at Newlands, Dawlish.  As you will know Teignbridge District 
Council resolved to grant planning permission in December 2011 for development of part of this land (shown edged black on the attached extract from the draft Plan) 
together with the provision of significant areas of open space and habitat, green infrastructure and other benefits.

The Plan contained within the draft Core Strategy shows an area for development broadly equating to that which has now been permitted, however the Core Strategy 
Plan should be clarified such that this delineation is not a definitive one but one which shows only the general extent of strategic areas for development.  The much 
larger urban extension to the north and east of our land and the indicative line of the link road (to which I refer below) will change the character of this area 
significantly and may create opportunities (or indeed necessitate) further enhancements and changes to the detail of the boundaries of the development areas to 
improve the overall performance of this site.  By way of just one example the area I have shown stippled should now logically fall within the area suitable for 
development.

In relation to the proposed link road we would like clarity please as to its proposed function, the precise alignment, the impact on our land and the details of the 
supporting case for the road together with alternative routes which may have been considered in preparation of the Plan.  We imagine that local residents may not be 
very keen on the idea if it brings additional traffic onto Elm Grove Road.  Whilst in principle we have no objection to the creation of such a link road broadly in the 
location shown you will understand that we are unable to consider the matter in detail until we are in receipt of the information requested above.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17460 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Senior Council for DevonConsultee ID: 17643 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

SCfD support the provision of the Extra Care housing scheme together with appropriate elderly housing  provision.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

(Cllr) Newton Abbot Town CouncilConsultee ID: 18934 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Councillor

Consultee ID: 20006 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20365 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20368 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20379 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20381 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20382 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20391 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20392 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Dawlish Senior CouncilConsultee ID: 20397 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20413 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

There is definetly a need to improve the road infrastructure in this area, but what is of particular concern is the existing road is already conjested with local traffic 
(narrowing in Elm Grove road) - how is this going to be managed? I'm concerned that this housing policy will only feed more traffic into this already conjested road. 
There is a risk to the school children of the two schols on this road.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Devon County Council, Historic Environment ServiceConsultee ID: 20548 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The northward expansion of Dawlish is likely to have an impact on below-ground archaeological remains associated with the known [prehistoric activity in the area.  
This should be dealt with through appropriate programmes of archaeological work undertaken either in support of any applications or through the application of 
conditions on any consents that are granted.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20732 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20836 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20840 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20855 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20956 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20964 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21038 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21045 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21047 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21071 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21090 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As for DA1, this number of houses seems to be far above what is required for realistic local population growth

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21093 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21097 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The link road from the A379 to Elm Grove road needs to come first, with the development to follow. Any attempt to gain access to this development site via Elm 
Grove Road will create further chaos on an already congested road, and endanger the lives of children travelling to and from the two schools along Elm Grove Road.  
In particular, I object to the development of the land just to the north of The Paddock, (south of Langdon Road, shaded yellow on the plan map). This land was not 
outlined for development in the first consultation document last October, and has just appeared on this plan despite huge objection from the local population, 
including the town council. As previously mentioned, the access to this site is terrible, it occupies a prominent hillside position overlooking many of the local 
properties.  The development of this entire DA2 area should be removed from the plan. Dawlish is a small, rural town and this is a pre-requisite for much of its tourist 
appeal. The natural farmland and environment around the town needs to be maintained in order to keep this appeal.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21107 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I am concerned at the large number of housing proposed for this currently rural location.  Care should be exercised not to cause adverse impact on the environment.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21115 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Far too many houses being proposed in this area, which would ruin the look and feel of Dawlish completely, and doing untold damage to the wildlife which lives and 
depends upon this area for it's habitat, not just the Cirl Bunting.  I worry that these estates have no obvious boundries and could easily sprawl further out across the 
fields. The A379 would never cope with such a big influx of vehicles that the new build would bring and our all ready overcrowded train service and bus services would 
struggle.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21134 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21145 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21164 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Farm Developments LtdConsultee ID: 21191 Agent: Herridge Property Consulting Ltd

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

As major, historic landowners in this area, our clients support the principle of development north west of Secmaton Lane under Draft Policy DA2 and confirm that 
their land would be made available for that purpose at the appropriate time. However, the current proposed amount of residential development (460 dwellings) 
should be significantly increased to help offset the expensive highway infrastructure provision that has been proposed, while maintaining viability, in order to try and 
meet the proposed target for affordable housing provision in particular. Allocating additional land would also better reflect the amount of development (1400 
dwellings) that was proposed for this location in the Dawlish Neighbourhood Plan.

As part of this policy proposal, our clients also strongly object to the proposed allocation of a specific 41 hectares of land for compensatory habitat management, as 
this represents a completely disproportionate and currently unjustified allocation in relation to the amount of proposed development land. Reference to specific 
amounts of mitigation land should be removed from the draft policy DA2 and be subject to more rigorous investigation as part of the detailed planning application 
process.

It is unclear what evidence has been used to justify this requirement and whether the implications of the significant habitat provision that has recently been secured 
on land at Elm Grove Road/Langdon Road under planning application 11/03265/MAJ have been reflected in the current proposal to allocate substantial mitigation 
land at Gatehouse Farm.

The specific allocation of this land for Cirl Bunting habitat would also prevent any future development in this area beyond the plan period. Dawlish is very constrained 
in terms of the potential directions that future growth can take place due to landscape and physical restrictions, together with the need to avoid coalescence with 
Dawlish Warren, Holcombe and Teignmouth. As a result, the Secmaton Lane area represents one of the few opportunities to achieve development in the future 
without impacting significantly on the local landscape. While the need to incorporate adequate green infrastructure into the current development proposal is 
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acknowledged this should not be at the expense of any long term future development potential.

Our clients are also of the view that there should be more flexibility built into the potential route that is shown on the Dawlish Inset Map within the Core Strategy for 
the proposed new link road that will run between Elm Grove Road and the A379 Exeter Road to allow for individual land ownerships to come forward within a 
Masterplan framework.

It should also be noted that as part of the approved Cavanna/Bovis residential scheme on land off Secmaton Lane, there will be significant highway works undertaken 
to improve all forms of transport links with this part of the town, which should help to support future development in the area.

Conclusions
While our clients support the allocation of land at Secmaton Lane, Dawlish for development within the Draft Core Strategy (Policy DA2) the proposed scale of 
development should be extended through the replacement of alternative less
sustainable allocations at Shutterton Lane, together with additional development generally, in order to meet the proposed infrastructure requirements for the town. 
We trust that these comments will be taken into account as part of the Core Strategy consultation review process and if there are any queries with regard to any of 
the specific points that have been raised please let us know.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21196 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21210 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As above

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21212 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21223 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21231 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

PCL Planning LtdConsultee ID: 21236 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

On initial inspection this policy appears to be reasonable – but on closer analysis some of the aspirations of this policy warrant clearer clarification and justification. In 
particular the following questions are raised:

- What enhancements to primary school facilities are proposed and why?

- Why are two coastal parks proposed? What is there purpose? Who will provide these parks – how and who will pay the bills for acquisition, establishment and 
maintenance?

- Why is a strategic Cirl Bunting Area proposed as part of policy DA2? What is the justification for this area and why has this particular area of land been identified as 
opposed to any other area? And where is this analysis published? The Council needs to be very careful to ensure that its approach to habitat regulations is lawful since 
all developments need to be assessed and their scheme specific impacts considered then and a blanket approach will not achieve this.

- What is the multipurpose building for? Who will provide?

- What is proposed for swimming, community space, museum, children’s centre/nursery? Who will provide?

In terms of location we believe that it is correct to seek to expand the settlement in a northerly direction since the settlement looks towards Exeter and it is these 
parts of the town that have a locational advantage in terms of attracting new business. However, a more compact form of development needs to be adopted for the 
urban extension of the existing
settlement than that proposed.
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We consider that the extent of development proposed around the Gatehouse area is insufficient to deliver the community infrastructure sought. In our view it is 
preferable to cluster a greater amount of development at Gatehouse (where, for example, children can walk to the primary school) than to elongate the form of 
development and locate new
homes via joining Dawlish with Dawlish Warren. Not only would this result in actual coalescence between these two distinct settlements, but it would also produce a 
less sustainable form of development then could be produced by focusing a greater proportion of development at Gatehouse. It is accepted that there may be 
justification for making provision for an enhanced commercial cluster adjacent to the new Sainsbury’s store – but this should be a commercial area and residential  
development should be accommodated to the west of the A379.

Dawlish Warren is a distinct tourism location – and its competitive advantage in this regard will be diluted if it is effectively ‘annexed’ to the town of Dawlish to the 
detriment of the tourism economy. A clear separation should be maintained and the DA1 allocation deleted and the DA2 allocation enlarged. The attached plan 
(appendix 1) shows an area that should be examined in greater detail to identify a suitable area for expansion.

It is notable that the capacity of this area has not been properly tested. For example the land shown in yellow within the DA2 allocation on the proposed Dawlish Inset 
Map has capacity for only circa 350 dwellings.

Land at Gatehouse is capable of providing a contribution to meeting the need for Dawlish to expand, via urban extension, in a sustainable manner over the period to 
2026. However, the land that is controlled by our client is, in our opinion,  underutilised for residential development and over utilised for non residential uses. We 
believe that the Council, in this draft
of the emerging plan, has struck this balance incorrectly. We do not understand why the Council has departed from previous iterations of their plans for the urban 
extension of Dawlish and we strongly request that the Council reverts to its earlier vision of urban expansion.

The Gatehouse area should and can be extended to accommodate at least 500 dwellings.

It is unclear how this relates to the Neighbourhood Plan currently in preparation. This plan should not simply ‘reflect’ the aspirations of the draft Neighbourhood Plan 
but should be properly planned and justified.

We would be grateful to meet with the Council at the earliest opportunity to discuss concerns raised in these representations in order that we can help the Council 
achieve its objectives (such as the proposed road link from Gatehouse to the A379) since, in our opinion, the current proposals will not do that.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21252 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21257 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Devon County Council (Strategic Planning)Consultee ID: 21406 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Point (f) identifies bus priority measures, but is not clear what these would involve.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21279 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

scale is innapropriate

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21283 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21301 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21316 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Cofton Country HolidaysConsultee ID: 21346 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

This area would be best suited for additional housing.  It is closer to the town of Dawlish and is a suitable position to connect onto the A379 with a new link road.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

ARA ArchitectConsultee ID: 21598 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The Strategic Land Assessment currently being carried out by Teignbridge District Council and overseen by the Steering Committee made up by District Councillors is 
currently assessing land to be allocated for future development, industrial, housing and green infrastructure, also including the maintaining and promoting of 
investment in habitat creation for important protected species and special areas of conservation.

The proposed development plans have recently been revised and the area designated DA2 North West of Secmaton Lane indicated for mixed use residential 
development has been reduced allowing an area designated DA1 South of Shutterton Lane to be incorporated into the plan.

We have concerns with regards to this amendment to the Strategic Land Assessment as the reassessment of development land has effecteded one of the key 
elements specified within the Core Strategy under Section 8.3 "that it is important to the identity of small communities to maintain an open break between villages". 
The proposals revised layout would create a connection of development between Dawlish and Dawlish Warren infill in this area would be detrimental to the 
foundations of the Core Strategy.

The Core Strategy highlights the importance of protected strategic open breaks between villages bounding Dawlish and takes forward the strategic content of the 
Neighbourhood Plan this being a draft document prepared with the District Council support of the Dawlish Town Council and Community Groups for development of 
the Dawlish Parish. The Neighbourhood Plan was first published in September 2011 for public comment and revisions made to this document have been used to 
inform the preferred option strategy for the future planning of Dawlish including the Core Strategy Document & Strategic Land Assessment.

This document influenced the key issues within the Core Strategy and the proposals of the Neighbourhood Plan supporting the identification of potential 
development land and framework for Dawlish, (this being supported and reflected in the Strategic Policy S17).

The original Neighbourhood Plan indicated a large mixed use residential development with local facilities/services identified as DA2 however in an amendment that 
was made by the Local Planning Authority the Strategic Land Assessment land has been reduced within the DA2 allocation and reallocated to DA1 South of Shutterton 
Lane, this being without consultation with the Dawlish Town Council and/or Community Groups this including District Council Members that originally prepared the 
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draft of the Neighbourhood Plan for Dawlish Parish.

It is felt that the proposed development land South of Shutterton Lane, this being a 10.1 hectare site identified as an urban extension will act as a bridging 
development between Dawlish and Dawlish Warren this being an unwanted addition by both communities.

In paragraph 8.9 of the Core Strategy under sub-heading of "Strategic Site Allocations" it states the Neighbourhood Plan points to concentrated growth to the North 
and North West of Dawlish adjoining Secmaton Lane and Shutterton Lane, however this paragraph contradicts itself in stating that it creates open space linking from 
Langdon Road at the back of the town of Dawlish Warren, and it avoids the coalescence of small communities with Dawlish. The loss of open space valued locally is an 
unacceptable form of development as the proposals at present will create a solid band of development from the top of Dawlish Warren continually connecting 
through to Dawlish removing the opportunities for strategic and local open breaks this being clearly identified in EN1 of the Core Strategy. EN1 states that to maintain 
the physical separation of certain settlements development within the following stratetgic breaks will be limited to that which retains their open character and their 
contribution to the settlement setting, Dawlish is clearly identified as one of these settlements.

The document also states under paragraph 5.1 that certain settlements are close together and there is pressure to develop within these gaps. Where these gaps are 
important to their character or are themselves of high environmental quality the policy identifies that this open character should be maintained.

Green infrastructure under DA6 identifies a strategic, "Blue and Green" route will be provided from Gatehouse Hill to Dawlish Warren Road, this including 
pedestrian/cycle routes with linear open space along Shutlerton Brook, and it further goes onto state that the area identified for this route adjacent to Shutterton 
Brook will provide improved access for "non-car users" from new development to Dawlish Warren and that the area situated between Dawlish and Dawlish Warren 
being designated for coastal park will serve as a local important visitor attraction supporting tourism and providing for walkers to reduce visitor pressure at Dawlish 
Warren which has a fragile nature conservation habitat.

All of the above only emphasises the reasons for strategic land assessment allocation to be reset to provide a larger development of mixed use residential 
development with local facilities and services in the area DA2 and DA6 currently stated as Community Park and Strategic Blue & Green Route with Allotments and 
Community Orchard as previously addressed/identified by the draft Neighbourhood Plan and the area designated DA1 South of Shutterton Lane should be 
redesignated as previous to the Public Open Space Community Park as this then helps maintain a protected hub / gateway to Dawlish, this enabling the two 
communities to be maintained independently as laid out within the Core Strategy.

Change To Policy:
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